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Expert System for Light Microscopy

E.L.M.I. Is a versatile piece of software which assists in the management of micrographs and much more.
Gerhard Kauer

E

.L.M.I. is a software tool for documentation, archiving, data mining, measuring (length, area,
surface, volume, angle), labeling slides,
and supports the daily work of microscopists in the lab. In its current version
shooting images using voice controlled
triggering of Canon EOS cameras is

included, in addition to machine readable labeling of microscopic slides using a handheld laser scanner or an
android mobile phone. Furthermore,
E.L.M.I. offers to build up a kind of
L.I.S. (laboratory information system)
due to the fact, that E.L.M.I. combines
machine readable information on slides
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Figure 1: E.L.M.I. main window.
Global annotation data and optics
data used to be seen at a glance.
This main window also serves as an
input interface for database queries,
using an easy to use “sample query
by example” technique.

Expert System for Light Microscopy
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Figure 2 (left) and Figure 3 (right): Integrated “call for an update”.

with its database entries, so that photos
taken may be associated with, for example, histological collections and vice
versa. The main window of E.L.M.I. is
shown in figure 1. Furthermore, with
appropriate hardware you may watch
and investigate your stereo photos in 3D
using a 3D mouse as interface if you like.
1. Introduction
E.L.M.I. is and will always be available free of charge. It needs to be run
under Microsoft Windows 7. As being
closely programmed regarding to rules
of “good laboratory practice”, E.L.M.I.
will never ever change or manipulate
your original images. All data added to
the picture is saved in separated files or
database entries.
Developing and programming of
E.L.M.I. happens in my spare time at
home. Currently there were a little bit
more than 350 international downloads.
These encourage me to further share
this application with people around the
world. E.L.M.I. can be switched from
English to German to Dutch during runtime using a command in the main
menu line (bluish entry). Other languages like French, Spanish, Italian,
etc. could be implemented, too (if you
like or need it). Meanwhile the source
code of all E.L.M.I. modules consists of
approx. 620 000 lines of code (100%
object oriented, UML documented, im-

plementation in C# managed and C++
unmanaged code, using .NET 4.0,
100% Windows compliant) and is still
growing, because new features and
functionalities are continuously being
added. Additionally, to my native language German, I speak English as second language. Therefore all new
features or functionalities will be presented in both languages (I am very
happy if native English speakers could
drop me a line in case of misspelling,
grammatical errors and so forth). Other
languages would need native speakers
who translate the expressions into their
language (I could offer a tool for more
convenient translation). Due to the fast
growth of the application, other languages (like currently Dutch) lag (more
and more) behind in translation. Therefore we all need to take a closer look at
whether such a multi-language E.L.M.I.
is really needed or may be completely
replaced with an English-German one.
Just vote, I will follow your recommendations.
The current weakness of E.L.M.I. is
its lack of an appropriate manual. The
reason for this is, that I am doing
E.L.M.I. completely alone and developing is always more exciting than writing
manuals. But I am working on it (promised!) and therefore my urgent request
to all E.L.M.I users: It is advised to
regularly use the integrated update
function to get the most advanced re-

lease (including the most detailed manual functionality). I have implemented a
“service download” which differs from
“full installation”, so that you never lose
data you already created with your older
E.L.M.I. version doing an upgrade.
Instead of typing a huge manual (to
be honest, nobody would read such a
nightmare), I decided to install a help
system for E.L.M.I. which may be identified through a yellow question mark
on bluish background within the interface (see “main window” Fig. 1 as an
example). A help dialog with information related to the current topic is displayed, then. Currently I’ve additionally
made some video tutorials covering important features and operations E.L.M.I.
can be used for. If you like, feel free to
download the video tutorials here:
http://ime.technikemden.de/#ime_1.html

1.1. Download and installation
The official homepage for E.L.M.I.
is located at the server of the University
of Applied Sciences Emden/Leer:
http://www.hs-emdenleer.de/forschungtransfer/projekte/elmi.html
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Figure 4 (top): Global
configuration dialog.
Some settings are important for smooth program-flow.
Figure 5 (bottom): For
each image within your
database, a basic command set is available
for further execution,
like external image processing, annotation (including measurement)
or export to different
file formats.
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● QR Code scanning using Datalogic
Gryphon barcode scanner
● Microphone appropriate for language recognition
I’d like to stress, that there are two
different ways of installation available:
A: You install E.L.M.I. the very first
time: Only in this case you need to
download the Core System, which
means “full installation of everything
needed to run E.L.M.I.” on your computer.
B: You want to install an update: In
this case you should download and install the SERVICE. This means, you get
the latest development and do not lose
your database information you created
so far. You may simply click to the
menu entry mentioned above (Fig. 2
and 3) and E.L.M.I. will automatically
check for that service package, when
you are online in that moment. It will
guide you to the correct download package to be installed, in case a newer
release is available than the one you are
currently using.
1.2. Configuration

Figure 6 (top) and Figure 7 (bottom): Generating a new database for microscopic
or stereoscopic images is easy. Just generate one using this dialog available with
the menu entry at topic “File”.
You are invited to download E.L.M.I.
from following internet address:
http://ime.technikemden.de/#ime_1.html

The technical system requirements
for E.L.M.I. Are, among other things:
● Standard PC running Microsoft
Windows7 (other versions of Windows have not been tested)
● E.L.M.I.'s main window has a size
of 1272 x 1036 pixels, please use an
appropriate screen resolution and a
graphics card providing OpenGL

3.0 or above, using a middle or top
range graphics board is recommend
● The displayable image size depends
on the graphics board’s maximum
texture size
● Mouse with scrolling wheel
Optionally supported hardware:
● Stereoscopic 3D visualisation using
OpenGL, requires nVidia 3D Vision, AMD HD3D or similar in conjunction with a stereoscopic monitor
and a graphics card supporting
OpenGL
quadbuffer
(nVidia
Quadro, AMD FirePro or similar)
● Extended
navigation
using
3DConnexion 3D Mouse

After you have successfully downloaded and installed E.L.M.I., you
should configure the software for your
needs using the “Global configuration
dialog” (Fig. 4). You like to define your
external image processor here. With this
application, you are free to define that
software you like most for image enhancement or manipulation. The image
processor you have chosen should be
able to be launched with an image file
name at its command line to work perfectly. Just try and look if your processor will work. This “launching with
given file” is guaranteed by professional software like Adobe Photoshop or
Microsoft Widows “Paint” (always
shipped with Windows). E.L.M.I. itself
never changes your images. On the other hand, you do not need to search your
images shown with E.L.M.I. for improvement with an external image processor. A simple right mouse click is
enough to launch your image processor
with the picture and manipulate externally (figure 5). After your image processing is done, the manipulated image
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Figure 8 (top): Voice control
includes triggering a Canon
EOS Camera through a microphone using speech recognition. The corresponding
commands can be defined in
this dialog.
Figure 9 (bottom): For each
transmission- or top light
method you may define your
Canon EOS camera settings.
will be updated in E.L.M.I.’s database automatically.
2. Documentation
The very first you should do
before starting your documentation is to generate a database. As
E.L.M.I. organizes all data, including your micrographs, in a
highly integrated relational database, nothing works without such
a database, of course. To generate
a database, the first step is to click
“File”, then “Visual Databases”
(figures 6 and 7).
E.L.M.I. is meant to be a software tool for archiving, recovering and annotating micro- and
macro photographs (even stereoscopic ones). Therefore several
layers of adding information are
implemented. It is not essential to
add all information. You decide
which information you like to
add. The very basic layer adds
optical data and textual data already within the main window
(figure 1). There are fields to add
date and time and the name
and/or main object shown in the
image. There are four more fields
available you can add information to. For example in histology
you like to add “Fixation”,
“Staining”, “Embedding Technique” (like melting point of histowax used) and of course the
safe keeping position of that
slide. There are two more fields
which offer a fully operational
text processor, each. There you
may add huge textual descrip-
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Figure 10 (left): Time lapse shooting is defined using this
dialog. Time lapse shooting makes it possible to
document slow processes like germination
Figure 11 (bottom): An example of the “technical sheets”
used for the optics database input. This is the dialog for
defining and calculating a micrometer factor from a given
object micrometer photo. It may be evaluated
automatically (image analysis) or in case of not being
evaluable through image processing, with a semiautomated method.
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tions, small images for further information or sketches in mol-format (and
therefore editable molecule drawings as
shown in Fig. 1 for example produced
with ACDFREE12, which may be
downloaded free of charge elsewhere).
There are symbol tables and a PSE included and much more. The headings of
different fields may be changed or even
better, as part of L.I.M.S., generated as
machine readable “theme”.

simply click to the yellow question
mark at E.L.M.I.’s main window for
further reading and information. Having
the appropriate hardware equipment described above, you may easily watch
your stereo photographs in real 3D. Furthermore you can zoom into your 3D
image and move the stereo image
around. Within the E.L.M.I-Visual
module there are options to eliminate
perspective shift- and rotation errors.

2.1 Loading and recovering
images

2.2 Shooting images

E.LM.I. supports both mono-images
and stereoscopic images. Import and
recovery is very simple and can be read
in detail within the help system, already
available with the current release. You

Canon offers a very stable interface
for programmers. I used this interface to
implement a remote control for Canon
EOS cameras. The most important functions may be used with voice control.
That means that you can actually say
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Figure 12: An example of the “technical sheets” used for the optics database input. This is the dialog for
defining a camera system. Please notice, that you may input even optical
data of “fixed lens cameras”.
”shoot” and the camera triggers. Or
“five” and the live view zooms 5x to
quickly check whether the object is in
focus or not. You may define your own
commands, if you prefer that (see figure
8). Voice control eases some situations
when “hunting for microorganisms”,
because in my case I always missed a
third hand to trigger. For years I used a
foot release, which also has an interface
within E.L.M.I., but personally I find it
as very pleasant to trigger remote by
voice control. What you urgently need

Expert System for Light Microscopy
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Figures 13 (top) and
figure 14 (bottom):
An example of the
“technical sheets” used
for the optics database
input. This is the dialog
for defining a
“microscope” in its
technical composition.
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to do before this kind of voice controlling is, to run Microsoft speech control
installation and setup routine. If you
don’t, voice control is not a lot of fun,
because it fails too often. After processing the installation routine for microphones (especially finding the correct
input level), voice recognition works
reliably.
With E.L.M.I. it is possible to define
exposure parameters for each transmission- or top light method you like to use
(figure. 9). Additionally you may define
your preferred color temperature using
this dialog.
Another feature which helps documentation of (biological) long term processes,
like
germination,
is
time-lapse-shooting (figure 10). The interval between two photos may be defined in days, hours minutes and
seconds.
The time lapse recording can be
supplemented with a "safety sequel".
There is one risk with long period time

Expert System for Light Microscopy

lapse sequences: "Fast" moving objects
could occasionally cover the long-time
observed object. For this case E.L.M.I.
offers the feature "safety sequel". At the
same time, the long-time period picture
is triggered, the sequel shooting is initiated: With a freely defined time interval, several shots will be additionally
taken. If a moving object hides the investigated one, you just compensate
your time lapse sequence with an image
from that sequel. For example the EOS
will be triggered every 24 hours in five
cycles. That means the time lapse will
record for 5 days. Furthermore at each
trigger, 5 safety images will be additionally shot in sequel. Here the time
interval for the sequel is defined. With
each 24 hour trigger, 5 shots are taken
in a period of 5 minutes and 30 seconds:

Figure 15: The annotation tool in
which you may investigate your
image using zoom, drag, rotate,
adding graphical or text based
markers. Providing E.L.M.I. with a
micrometer factor offers further
methods for measuring length, area,
surface and volume.

3. Annotation
E.L.M.I. offers several layers for
annotation purposes. If you like, you
may describe your optical system using
an optics database. If you provide
E.L.M.I. with enough information of
your optics, it will be able to calculate
all physical parameters needed for cal-

Time (mm:ss): 0 5:30 5:30 5:30 5:30 5:30 24h 5:30 5:30 5:30 5:30 5:30
Image:
1--2----3----4----5----6----7---8----9-—--10---11---12
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Figure 16 (top): Global information
close to the evaluation window. I
suggest adding detailed descriptions
for results directly to be traced within
this evaluation display.
Figure 17 (left): Layered annotation
technique. To avoid ending up with a
very confusing screen, it is recommended to add graphical annotations
using layers.
base, and you will be instantly be able
to measure length, area, surface and
volume with highest precision possible
within your newly taken photo.
3.1 Global results.

culating micrometer factors (See figure
11). In that case, you will be able to
measure with the most precise results,
possible. But I want to stress, that you
do not need to build up such a database
if you just want to archive your images
and like to annotate them without measuring.
Nevertheless I strongly recommend
that you invest some time to feed the
technical information into that database
(figures 11-13). The advantages you get
outweigh the effort of input of this technical stuff: First you will get an “optics

chooser” at the left side of your main
window (figure 1). You can save the
data of the optics used for taking that
picture to each micrograph, which will
remind you in years or decades of the
technical bases of your image. Second,
if you shoot a photo of an object micrometer with these optics combinations once, E.L.M.I. will be able to
calculate a micrometer factor. Whenever you shoot a photo with that optical
combination, E.L.M.I. automatically
“remembers” that micrometer factor,
safely stored deep in its technical data-

If you look to the main window of
E.L.M.I., (figure 1) your micrograph is
shown in a relatively small display.
That is just for quickly recognizing your
image. Detailed evaluation and measurement will be done with an integrated annotation tool described later in this
article. Around that image, the most
important information to describe your
results may be added. Using the two
text processor windows, many description may be added combined with editable molecular formulas (mol-based
format) or smaller images. If you like to
annotate a series of similar micrographs, you may declare the first one as
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Figure 18 (top): Defining a clear text label for slides.
Figure 19 (left): Defining the geometry of self-adhesive label sheets should
be easy using this dialog.

“master”, and add links to its information to the “siblings” with a single
mouse click. All information edited
for the link to the master image will
be inherited to its siblings, which
eases documentation of that series.
All text in these two text processor
windows may be exported as .RTF
and further be used in other software.
Using a mouse wheel allows for
quickly browsing up and down the
image database (or result of a database query) to find your desired photo. Having a right mouse click menu
selection or a double click within that
display, launches that image to a
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screen filling size using a sub module
of E.L.M.I.: The annotation tool (figure 15). Within that tool you will be
able to zoom, rotate or drag your
image. If you have a 3D mouse
(3Dconnexion is supported), you will
be able to zoom, rotate and drag simultaneously (like using a sliding
table combined with a zoom lens)
without judder when moving
(E.L.M.I. relies on OpenGL). If the
micrograph was a mono image, that
image will be loaded in an annotation
tool perfect for mono photomicrographs. If the image was a stereo
photo and you have an appropriate

Expert System for Light Microscopy
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Figure 20 (left): Defining
a machine readable QR
coded label for slides.
This label makes L.I.M.S.
possible, for example
using E.L.M.I.’s database
engine, which supports
an industrial handheld
laser scanner (Gryphon).
This QR code may be
read with an android
handy, too.
Figure 21 (bottom): A
slide labeled with
E.L.M.I.s labeling
system. To the left side
you see a clear text
label, to the right side
the machine readable
QR coded label for fast
database query using an
handheld laser scanner
(Gryphon).

3D hardware display, that stereo photo
is immediately displayed on the 3D
screen you will be able to zoom and
drag it. In both cases you may add further annotation data like results directly
to be noted at this evaluation window
(figure 16).
3.2 Layered results.
If you did a lot of measuring and
annotation within your image, a lot of
information is added to the picture. If
you actually annotate the whole object
you’ll end up with a very confusing
screen, hence you can put different
pieces of information in different layers.
It is recommended to plan layers of

information, therefore. Perhaps you like
to add a layer for length measurements,
another one for area or volume annotation. Or you like to add different layers
for different objects within your picture.
For example, you might like to add a
layer for volume calculations of different nuclei and another one for area calculations of surfaces and so on (figure
17). These layers may be stored, erased
from screen and restored again as you
need it.
3.3 Markers
If you need some simple graphical
markers you like to refer within the
body text of a publication, you may add

dots, arrows, triangles or text in different color. This is supported like adding
lines arrows with tails, rectangles and
more.
3.4 Measuring
Measuring is supported for angles,
length, area, surface and volume. Even
shallow volume calculation (“the mass
of glass of a hollow glass ball”) is supported. The geometrical volume models
for surface and volume estimation are
currently: “sphere”, “cylinder” and
“cuboid”. It is possible to tune these
models with isometric or anisometric
assumption. For shallow spheres there
is another option integrated: Beside a
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second input which defines the inner or
outer volume restriction, the second input may be substituted with a standard
biological membrane thickness (this
value may be input, also). All measurements will be input interactively with
the mouse and the result during mouse
movement is shown in real time (combined with the standard deviation given
with the stochastically safeguarded micrometer factor through E.L.M.I.). All
measurments may be exported, for example, to be used in Microsoft Excel.
Therefore you may further investigate
your results using math in spreadsheets.
There are many more options available,
but that would go way beyond the scope
of this article. You are invited to watch
the corresponding video tutorials “measurement and annotation” for a brief
introduction at:
http://ime.technikemden.de/#ime_1.html.

Expert System for Light Microscopy

3.4.1 Measuring with a standard
In case you defined your optical
database and declared a micrometer factor, you will automatically get a stochastically safeguarded micrometer
factor. It is possible to calculate this
micrometer factor using image analysis.
In case that image analysis fails, you
will be able to determine that micrometer factor with the same precision semimanually.
3.4.2 Measuring without
standard.
If you do not know the optics you
used to shoot the micrograph, there is
one further possibility to measure, nevertheless. If you know the length of a
structure within your micrograph (for
example a standard somebody has
drawn into or a microscopic structure
which length offers small spread in distribution) you may declare this structure
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Figure 22: Calculating excess volume
for alcoholic dilutions using E.L.M.I.
If you like to get the appropriate
portions of water and alcohol at a
given alcohol concentration, you
simply use this calculator.
as standard within this evaluation window. After you did, you may immediately measure (without printing
standard deviation of course). There is a
detailed description within the software
how to use that way of defining a “standard” or you like to watch the video
tutorial available to that topic.
4. Labeling slides
Another feature E.L.M.I. offers is a
tool for labeling slides. It is possible
both, to print on self-adhesive labels
(preferably 25mm x 25mm) and simply
stick these onto your slides or do a
printout on normal paper (you need to

Expert System for Light Microscopy

cut out your labels using scissors then).
There is an interface for defining the
geometry of appropriate sheets for selfadhesive labels (figure 19). E.L.M.I.
stores, which self-adhesive labels on
your currently used sheet are available
and which positions were already taken
off the sheet. The next printout will
therefore start with the next available
label position on that sheet. These positions may be redefined within an included graphical interface (label editor),
should you, meanwhile, have taken off
labels manually for some reason.
If you like to label your slide with
plain text, you get a “What you see is
what you get” interface for a perfect
design (figure 19). If you like to add
350-500 or more letters on a single label, you will prefer QR-coded labels,
which will then result in machine-readable slides. Both, coding (printing) and
reading of QR-coded labels are supported in E.L.M.I. You simply type the
information you like to code using the
given dialog (figure 20). You may test
your QR code before printing, if you
like (as shown in figure 20). Printing a
series of labels is easy. You add one
“label-job” after the other, edit your
settings – if needed – and finally start
printing the whole series with one click
on the print button. The QR-coded labels are stored in clear text for safety
reasons within a subdirectory, also.
Even if your slide label is destroyed
(e.g. aggressive oil immersion), that
library will allow you to do another
print of exactly that label in the future
again and renew the labeling.
Using QR-coded labels makes retrieving slides easy. You may start a
database query with E.L.M.I., assuming
you will get a set of micrographs, for
example from histological preparations.
The L.I.S. ID, which is automatically
generated with producing a QR-coded
label, enables you to immediately detect
the corresponding slide at your safekeeping position (you may verify that
slide using an android cell phone at your
safe-keeping position before returning
with that preparation back to microscope). The other way around also
works: We assume that you have a QRcoded slide in your hand (figure 21) and
target that label with your handheld

SOFTWARE

laser scanner. Pulling the trigger of the
scanner will immediately cause a database query within E.L.M.I. using the
QR-coded information on that label. All
micrographs you took from that slide
will be picked out from the database,
including results (annotations), for your
further investigation.

suggestions are very welcome. Of
course I cannot invent the “warp speed
engine for traveling beyond light
speed”, but I’ll try my best to implement your wishes as good as I can. All
is done in my spare time and “just for
fun” in the hope E.L.M.I. could modestly help in science and research.

5. Lab support

6.1. E.L.I.S.

5.1. Database for chemicals and
(histological) methods

Currently I am working on E.L.I.S.
(E.L.M.I. interface for systematics).
That sibling of E.L.M.I. will be a taxonomical database offering more than
650 000 taxonomical units (using the
ITIS database entries). Both applications shall closely cooperate. With a
right mouse click, for example, to a
taxonomical
expression
within
E.L.M.I.’s text windows E.L.I.S. will
immediately look for that expression in
its relational database and show all information collected for that taxon (if
available). It is planned to display the
taxonomical environment around that
taxon within a tree structure, also. It is
also planned to connect E.L.I.S. to genomic and proteomic databases and
crosslink data with users own information. The other way around, E.L.I.S will
use all information E.L.M.I. collected to
supplement taxonomic description with
annotated data and microphotos maintained by E.L.M.I.

E.L.M.I. offers some database functionality for organizing work in lab. If
you like, you could build up a database
for chemicals and cross-link that information to the methods using them. With
another database you may build up a
methods library you use to plan a new
tissue preparation, for example. The
more methods you add there, the better
the advisory role of the database will be.
I’ve added about 200 methods for histological preparation for my personal use.
In case I’d like to do another sectioning
of a tissue, I simply type in some keywords like: “Cytoplasm, nuclei, reticular collagen”. Then I start the query and
E.L.M.I. generates a set of recommendations, which fixation and staining I
should use, and so on. That recipe can
be printed out and taken to the lab. The
same processing is possible using the
same interface with nutrition for breeding or cultivation of microorganisms.

6.2. Image analysis and cell
counting.

5.1. Dilution of alcohol
Another tool for the lab is to calculate the volume for alcohol dilution.
E.L.M.I. calculates the excess volume
for the given alcohol (methanol, ethanol
and isopropanol are currently supported) and prints the corrected parts of
water and alcohol you should mix to get
the desired end volume (figure 22). Excess volume is the effect, that you do
not get 100ml 50% alcohol from 50ml
Water + 50ml 100% Alcohol, but less.
6. Future development
Of course “bug-fixing” and improving E.L.M.I. has been given top priority.
All your (hopefully nice) comments and

Another long term goal is improving
image analysis for automated analysis
of the object micrometer (mentioned
above). Furthermore automated “cell
counting”, image stitching, image
stacking and 3D reconstruction from
z-normed image stacks are further subjects I’ll get my hands on.
Author:
Prof. Dr. Gerhard Kauer
University of Applied Sciences
Emden/Leer; Dpt. Bioinformatics
Constantiaplatz 4
26723 Emden, Germany
Email:
Gerhard.Kauer@hs-emden-leer.de
■
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Oil Immersion Microscopy

The 100x oil immersion objective - tested on a slide with stained epithelial cells
Oliver Kim

M

any
microscopes
are
equipped with a 100x oil immersion objective. Preparing
specimens for use with this objective
can be a bit different, after all, a cover
glass is not needed, but possible. In this
article I would like to show you how to
make a heat-fixed slide of cells from the
mouth to be observed with the oil immersion objective.
Background
The maximum useful magnification
of light microscopes is about 1000x.
This limit is determined by the limit of
the microscope’s resolution. It is theoretically possible to magnify an image
to any desired level. From a certain
point onwards, there is is no gain in
information, the image is blurry. This is
referred to as empty magnification.
The resolution of a microscope is
determined by the maximum angle of
the light cone coming from the specimen, which the objective is still able to
capture. The larger the angle, the higher
the resolution. Closing the condenser
aperture diaphragm will also reduce the

angle of the light cone. Closing the
diaphragm too much will result in an
angle which is smaller than the angle
that the objective is able of capturing. In
this case, the resolution is lower than
the capabilities of the objective, i.e. the
objective will underperform. Closing
the condenser diaphragm also increases
contrast and depth of field (which are
often an advantage). You are therefore
confronted with a trade off between
resolution and contrast/depth of field.
The best resolution is obtained when the
angle of the light cone that the objective
is able to receive is matched with the
light cone emitted by the condenser.
The change of light intensity which
accompanies the opening and closing of
the condenser diaphragm should only
be seen as a side effect. The condenser
diaphragm is not your primary light
intensity control (even though some
specimens might be too dark to be
viewed with the condenser all closed).
The light cone emerges from the
slide and cover glass and first has to go
through air before it reaches the front
lens of the objective. This transition
from glass to air causes the light rays to

be bent away from the objective (figure
1). Fewer light rays can therefore be
caught by the objective. This happens
because air has a lower refractive index
than glass. The objective will not receive all of the light rays. It will underperform and the resolution is lower. The
light rays which are further on the side
of the light cone will not be able to
reach the objective at all, because they
are refracted back into the slide. This
results in a loss of image information.
Immersion oil has nearly the same
refractive index as glass. By placing
immersion oil between cover glass and
objective, the angle of the light cone
will not be changed. The objective is
therefore able to operate at the maximum resolution.
When using oil immersion, it is not
necessary to use a cover glass and water. Often heat fixed samples are used,
and the immersion oil is placed directly
on the heat fixed slide. It is also possible
to use oil immersion with a wet mount,
such as when observing liquid suspensions of cells. The immersion oil is then
placed on the cover glass.

1
a
Figure 1: Comparing the light path in
the presence or absence of oil. The
vertical light ray (a) is not refracted at
all. Light rays (b) have emerged from
the specimen with the same angle
but are now refracted differently due
to the presence or absence of oil.
Light ray (c) does not even reach the
objective if no oil is present. This results in a loss of resolution.
Image: Public domain by Dietzel65 (modified)
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Figure 2: Cotton swabs are used to
collect cells, ink is used to stain them
and a candle (or gas burner) can be
used to heat fix the slide.

2

Figure 3: After heat fixing, diluted ink
is placed on the slide.
Figure 4a, 4b: The wto pictures show
the focus lock lever in unlocked an
locked positions. When the slide is in
focus, turn the focus lock lever to arrest the position of the stage. You
can then lower the stage with the
coarse focus knob to place a new
slide on the stage. You can then raise
the stage to the highest position
without crashing the objective into
the slide (if the specimen is sufficiently thin).
Preparing and heat fixing
epithelial cells
Epithelial cells from the mouth are
popular specimens. We are now going
to isolate, heat fix, stain and then observe them with oil immersion. You
need the following:
● Cotton swabs (Q tips): these are
used to collect cells from the inside
of your cheek.
● Slides: standard ones will do.
● Ink from a fountain pen, or other
stains of preference
● Bunsen burner, hot plate or gas
lighter: these are needed to heat the
slide.
● Lens paper for removing the oil.

3

Step 1: Collecting the cells

4a

4b

Use the cotton swabs and vigorously
streak across the inside of your cheeks.
The epithelial cells will come off.
Streak the swabs across the whole surface of the slide. Rotate the cotton
swabs as you do the streaking to transfer
as many cells as possible. Allow the
cells to air dry completely. Do not accelerate the drying by heating the slide,
as this would "boil apart" the cells. The
steam pressure inside the cells would
cause them to burst.
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5

Figure 5: Stained epithelial cells
without oil.
Figure 6: An achromatic (“A”) 100x
oil immersion objective with a
numerical aperture of 1.30 for a tube
length of 160mm.
Step 2: Heat fixing the specimen
The dry slide is now pulled quickly
through the flame of a Bunsen burner
with the cells pointing away from the
flame. Candles produce soot when
pulled directly through the flame, which
might disturb observation. Heating the
slide too much too quickly might break
the slide. The slide should become quite
hot, but you should just be able to hold
the slide in the open palm of a hand
without burning yourself. Merely
warming the slide is not enough. The
heat bakes the cells to the slide, much
like an egg in a frying pan. The proteins
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of the cells denature and cross-link with
the glass and they cannot be washed off
by the stain and the immersion oil. If the
slide starts to smoke, then the heat was
too much and the cells were burned. In
this case you need to restart. The heat
makes streaks on the slide more visible,
they turn white (much like the discoloration of a heated egg). The cells should,
naturally not turn brownish, as this indicates burning. Allow the slide to cool.
Step 3: staining
Dilute some ink with water and apply several drops on the slide. Wait for
a few minutes, then pour off the stain.
Depending on the chemistry of the ink
(and its affinity for the cells) you might
also be able to briefly rinse off the ink
without removing the stain from the
cells. If the ink was highly diluted, then
washing might not be necessary. Allow
to air dry.

Oil Immersion Microscopy

Step 4: observation

HOW TO

6

Observe normally, starting with the
4x objective, without cover glass. Before rotating the oil immersion objective
into place, place a drop of immersion oil
on the slide. The immersion oil will
result in a significantly brighter and
sharper image, as more light rays are
now able to reach the objective. If you
move the slide too much, the oil film
might break and the quality of the image
will abruptly decrease. Reapply more
oil.
Step 5: changing slides
With the image in focus, lock the
focus in place with the focus lock lever.
Then use the coarse focus knob to lower
the stage. Place a new slide (with immersion oil) on the stage and use the
coarse focus to raise the slide to the
highest position. The focus lock will
prevent the slide from crashing into the
objective.

7

Step 6: Cleaning the objective
Use lens paper to remove the oil. It
is not advisable to polish the objective
clean, but the objective should be reasonably clean to minimize accumulation of dust in the oil. Slides which were
used with oil immersion are usually
discarded. It is quite difficult to remove
the whole oil and for this reason permanent slides are usually not used.
Disadvantages and difficulties
Immersion oil is quite viscous. If too
much water is used when making a wet
mount, the oil might move the cover
glass. There is also the possibility in the
oil film tearing, if the slide is moved too
much. The oil immersion objective also
has a short depth of field. When observing bacteria in a wet mount, the bacteria
are difficult to see, as they will float in
and out of focus. For these reasons, the
film of water between the cover glass
and the slide has to be kept quite thin.
■

Figures 6 stained epithelial cell, 100x oil objective, without oil added.
Figures 7 stained epithelial cell, 100x oil objective, with oil added.
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Winter hike microscopy

Even cold winter temperatures allow for the growth of a variety of microorganisms.
Charles E. Guevara

W

ith our home outdoor microcosm largely ice encased - a
hike into Bear Swamp State
Forest became our microscopy collection plan.
The forest run-off surface waters
host a winter subnivean community of
protists and meiofauna, all thriving on
long adapted wetland plants.
A sample of this subnivean water
flow was the microscopy hike collection goal of puppy and I.
Bear Swamp State Forest, Fingerlakes, USA, as well as the finger lake
(Lake Skaneateles) it drains into, is the
product of our area’s sculpting by the
last glaciation 10,000 years ago.
Please enjoy this microscopy hike
down the steep valley slope of Bear
Swamp State Forest, with puppy and me.
With the snow cover, the mile 'and
some' steep slope hike down to the
pocket of old growth forest collection
site, was a lot easier than the exit hike
up the steep valley slope.
■

1

2
Figure 1: The runoff wetland
habitat.
Figure 2: Temperature below
freezing outdoors!
Figure 3: Puppy at subnivean
runoff flow in old growth forest
area.

3
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4

5

Figure 4: The ice encased microcosm.
Figure 5: At the microscopy bench, microscopy hike determined.
Figure 6: The non-vascular plant surfaces in the subnivean water flow
are stable all year long.
Figure 7: These harshly handled segments of the forest wetland nonvascular plants still suggest the presence of plant assemblages and
mid-winter growth activities.

6

7
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Figure 8: A copepod, there are six
copepodid stages, the last is the
adult.
Figure 9: A large and delightful
ciliate, please notice the waves of
cilliary beat progressing along this
holotrich’s body!
Figure 10: dorso-lateral view of a
nauplius stage of a copepod. The
early stages of the nauplius are
rounded, the latter naupliar stages
are elongated like this organism.
Figure 11: An immature nauplius
stage of a copepod. There are six
naupliar stages, followed by six
copepodid stages, the last is the
adult copepod!
Figure 12: Appendage anatomy of a
nauplius stage.
Figure 13: A dorsal view of a
nauplius, that red eye pigment seems
common to rotifers,
crustaceans water fleas, and
numerous flagelate protists.
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Figure 14: Adjacent ostracods,
please note the more mature
ostracod with the darker
bivalve shell. Please enjoy that
single median eye! These
eyes are organized with three
optic cups, each containing
lenses.

14

Figure 15: Reluctant to leave
substrate materials.
Figure 16: Freshwater
ostracodes go through eight
molt stages to become adults,
this translucent bivalve shell
indicates that a recent molt
occurred. Please enjoy the
hints of the specific cells
organized between the shells
outer lamelia, and the shells
inner lamelia - yes!

15
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Slime Molds

REFERENCE PLATE

Mike Guwak
Shape of the fruiting body
(Sporocarp): The fruiting body of
this slime mold is stalked and
brown and shine and can grow to
about 4.5mm.
Plasmodium: The plasmodium
(not shown) is white and pinkish
or red in color.

Capillitia: These are the mass of
fibers which can be found inside
the fruiting body. They are olive or
olive-yellow in color.
Elaters: These are the fibers of the
capillitia. They are spiral shaped
(figure 4) and 5-6 mm thick.

Spores: their diameter is from 10
to 13 µm and 1 µm tall (figures 2,
3).
Distribution: T. decipiens is distributed world-wide and can be
found both on coniferous and deciduous wood.

1
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A colony of Epistylis living as epibiont on
Cyclops.
Epistylis are ciliates which may be
confused with Vorticella. However, their
stalk is rigid, they are often branching to
form a colony. This specimen had thick
ringed stalks, I assume they are Epistylis
digitalis.
Especially in winter, they often live in large
colonies on Cyclops (1)
An epibiont is an organism that lives on
the surface of another living organism,
usually considered harmless to the host.
(Photo taken 20 December 2012.)
(1) (German) Streble, Heinz. Das Leben im
Wassertropfen: Mikroflora und Mikrofauna d.
Sußwassers; ein Bestimmungsbuch. ed. Stuttgart:
Franckh-Kosmos, 2002. Print.

By Hans Rothauscher
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GALLERY

Flat worm

A microturbellarian found in an
aquarium of plants.
Camera Optika B1

By: Luca Monzo
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More water life!

GALLERY

Possibly Difflugia sp.
Optika B-300 TPI microscope and 40x
planachromat objective
camera Optika B1
By Luca Monzo (Italy)

Spirostomum sp. taken with a Optika B-300TPI microscope
20x planachrmoat objective and Optika B1 camera at 1,3MP
Luca Monzo (Italy)
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What’s this? Answer on page 3.
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